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Abstract. A central problem in workflow concerns optimizing the distribution of work in
a workflow: how should the execution of tasks and the management of tasks be distributed
across multiple processing nodes (i.e., computers). In some cases task management or exe-
cution may be at a processing node with limited functionality, and so it is useful to optimize
translations of (sub-)workflow schemas into flowcharts, that can be executed in a restricted
environment, e.g., in a scripting language or using a flowchart-based workflow engine.

This paper presents a framework for optimizing the physical distribution of workflow
schemas, and the mapping of sub-workflow schemas into flowcharts. We provide a general
model for representing essentially any distribution of a workflow schema, and for represent-
ing a broad variety of execution strategies. The model is based on families of “communicat-
ing flowcharts” (CFs). In the framework, a workflow schema is first rewritten as a family of
CFs that are essentially atomic and execute in parallel. The CFs can be grouped into “clus-
ters”. Several CFs can be combined to form a single CF, which is useful when executing a
sub-schema on a limited processor. Local rewriting rules are used to specify equivalence-
preserving transformations. We developed a set of formulas to quantify the metrics used for
choosing a near optimal set of CF clusters for executing a workflow. The current paper fo-
cuses primarily on ECA-based workflow models, such as Flowmark, Meteor and Mentor, and
condition-action based workflow models, such as ThinkSheet and Vortex.

1 Introduction
A workflow management system provides a framework and mechanism for orga-
nizing the execution of multiple tasks, typically in support of a business or sci-
entific process. A variety of workflow models and implementation strategies have
been proposed [GHS95,WfM99]. Several recent projects have focused on devel-
oping architectures and systems that support distributed execution of workflows
[AMG+95,DKM+96,WW97,BMR96]. A central problem concerns how to opti-
mally distribute a workflow, i.e., how should the management and execution of tasks
be distributed across multiple processing nodes? For example, while communication
costs may increase with distribution, execution of task management on the same
node that that executes the tasks may reduce communication costs and overall exe-
cution time. In some cases, the processing node for executing a sub-workflow may
have limited functionality. For this reason, it is useful to optimize translations of
some sub-schemas into flowcharts, that can be executed in a restricted environment,
e.g., in a scripting language or using a flowchart-based workflow engine. This paper
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presents a framework and techniques for optimizing distributed execution of work-
flows that includes the physical distribution of workflow schemas, and the mapping
of sub-workflow schemas into flowcharts.

The framework developed is similar to the framework used in relational database
query optimization. In particular, it provides an abstract model for representing “log-
ical execution plans” for workflow schemas. These plans give a partitioning of a
workflow schema, indicate data and control flow dependencies between the par-
titions, and also indicate how the workflow sub-schemas should be implemented.
Analogous to the relational algebra, this model is not intended for end-users or
workflow designers. Rather it captures relevant features concerning distribution and
execution of many workflow models, including those based on flowcharts, on petri-
nets (e.g., ICN [Ell79]), on an event-condition-action (ECA) paradigm (e.g., Flow-
mark [LR94], Meteor [KS95], Mentor [WWWD96]), and on a condition-action
(CA) paradigm (e.g., ThinkSheet [PYLS96], Vortex [HLS+99a]). Furthermore, the
model is closed under a variety of equivalence-preserving transformations and re-
writing rules. This permits the exploration of a broad space of possible implemen-
tation strategies for a given workflow schema.

The abstract model is based on families of “communicating flowcharts” (CFs);
these are flowcharts with specialized mechanisms to support inbound and outbound
data flow, and to track control flow information. In the framework, a workflow
schema is first rewritten as a family of CFs which are essentially atomic. These can
be viewed as executing in parallel, while satisfying the synchronization constraints
implied by the original workflow schema. The CFs can be grouped into “clusters”;
in one approach to implementation each cluster is executed on a separate process-
ing node, and data can be shared with minimal cost between the CFs in a cluster.
These parts of the framework are useful in studying the costs and benefits of dif-
ferent distributions of the execution of a workflow schema, assuming that each of
the processing nodes provides a workflow engine that supports parallel execution of
workflow tasks within a single workflow instance.

In some applications, it may be appropriate to execute a sub-workflow on a
processing node that does not support a general-purpose workflow engine. One mo-
tivation for this is to put task management on the same platform as task executions,
e.g., if several related tasks are executed on the same platform. In such cases, the
processing node might be a legacy system that does not support full-fledged parallel
workflow execution. Indeed, the processing node might be part of a very limited
legacy system, such as a component of a data or telecommunications network. A
sub-workflow might be executed on such systems by translating it into a script,
which is structured as a flowchart and invokes tasks in a synchronous fashion.

In other applications, it may be desirable to execute a sub-workflow on a re-
stricted, flowchart-based workflow engine, in order to take advantage of existing in-
terfaces to back-end components, rather than installing a general-purpose workflow
engine and building new interfaces. (The customer-care focused workflow system
Mosaix [Mos] is one such example.) In the abstract model presented in the current
paper, several communicating flowcharts can be composed to form a single commu-
nicating flowchart; these are suitable for execution on limited processing nodes.



To summarize, there are three main components in the abstract model:
(a) The use of one or more flowcharts, executing in parallel, to specify the internal

operation of a workflow schema;
(b) A coherent mechanism for describing how these flowcharts communicate with

each other, including both synchronization and data flow; and
(c) An approach that permits data flow and control flow dependencies to be treated

in a uniform manner.
In addition, the paper presents a first family of rewriting rules that can express a
broad family of transformations on logical execution plans.

So far we have discussed logical execution plans, which are high-level repre-
sentations of how a workflow can be distributed. Our framework also includes the
notion of “physical execution plan”, which incorporates information about what
processing nodes different clusters will be executed on, what networks will be con-
necting them, and how synchronization and data flow will be handled. We have also
developed formulas for computing the costs of different physical execution plans,
based on the key factors of response time and throughput.

The key difference between our framework and that for query optimization is
that Our framework is based on a language for coordinating tasks, rather than a
language for manipulating data. As a result, the major cost factors and optimization
techniques are different, and related to those found in distributed computing and
code re-writing in compilers.

The focus of this paper is on the presentation of a novel framework for optimiz-
ing the distribution and execution of workflow schemas. Due to space limitations,
the paper does not explore in depth the important issue of mechanisms to restrict or
otherwise help in exploring the space of possible implementations. The techniques
used in query optimization may be an appropriate starting point on this problem.

In this paper we focus on compile-time analysis of workflow schemas, and map-
ping of parallel workflows into flowcharts. However, we expect that the framework
and principles explored here are also relevant to other situations. For example, de-
cisions concerning the distribution of work for an individual instance of a workflow
schema could be performed during runtime. Specifically, at different stages of the
execution of the instance, the remaining portions of a workflow schema could be
partitioned and distributed to different processors. Further, if required by some of
the processors, selected sub-workflows could be translated into flowcharts. The spe-
cific partitioning, and the optimal flowcharts, will typically be dependent on the data
obtained from the processing of the workflow instance that has already occurred.
Related Work: The area of optimization of workflow executions is a relatively new
field, and few papers have been written on the topic. Distribution is clearly ad-
vantageous to support scalability, which is becoming a serious issue as more and
more users access popular web interfaces for digital libraries and online shopping
etc. As noted above, several projects have developed distributed workflow systems
[AMG+95,DKM+96,WW97,BMR96], but to our knowledge the literature has not
addressed the issue of optimal distributions of workflows.

A family of run-time optimizations on centralized workflows is introduced in
[HLS+99b,HKL+99], and studied in connection with the Vortex workflow model.



One kind of optimization is to determine that certain tasks are unneeded for suc-
cessful execution of a workflow instance. This is especially useful in contexts where
the workflow is focused on accomplishing specified “target” activities, and where
intermediate activities can be omitted if not needed. Another kind of optimiza-
tion, useful when parallel task execution is supported, is to support eager paral-
lel execution of some tasks in order to reduce overall response time. References
[HLS+99b,HKL+99] explore how these and other optimizations can be supported
at runtime. The current paper provides a complementary approach, focusing on the
use of these and related ideas for optimizations used primarily at compile-time.

Our model of CFs is closely related to that of communicating sequential pro-
cesses (CSP) with two main differences: (1) in our model, a set of flowcharts (pro-
cesses) starts at the beginning and they will not spawn new processes, and (2) we
carefully distinguish between communications of getting an attribute value instan-
taneously and that of getting the value only after it has been defined.
Organization: x2 presents some motivating examples. x3 introduces a formal model
of CFs, and describes approaches for implementing the model. x4 presents a phys-
ical model for distributed workflows and analyzes key cost factors for them. x5
presents a representative family of rules and transformations on clusters of CFs. x6
offers brief conclusions.

2 Motivating Examples
We provide a brief introduction to the framework for workflow distribution, includ-
ing: (a) the abstract model used to represent distributed workflow schemas; (b) the
basic approach to partitioning workflow schemas across different nodes; and (c)
techniques for creating and manipulating flowcharts which can execute workflow
subschemas on limited processing nodes. x3 gives a formal presentation of the ab-
stract model, and x3 and x4 discuss different options for implementing the model.

if P0

 on Done(A1 )
if P1(A1)

on Done(A1 ) 
if P2(A1)

on Done(A2 ) 
if P3(A2)

on Done(A3)
if P4(A1, A3)

A1= f1( )

A3= f3(A1)A2= f2(A1)

A4= f4(A2) A5= f5(A1, A4)

Fig. 1. Example ECA workflow schema

Fig. 1 shows a workflow schema with
5 tasks (shown as rectangles). We as-
sume that each task has the form A =
f(Ai1 ; :::; Ain), where f is a function call
that returns a value for attribute A, and
may have side-effects. As typical with
many workflow models, there are two
activities with each task: task manage-
ment and task execution. In a central-
ized WFMS all tasks (and associated data
management) are managed by one node,
and the task executions are carried out by
one or more other nodes. In our framework, the task management and execution
may be performed by the same or different nodes. We generally assume in this pa-
per that the data management associated with a task is performed by the node that
is performing the task management, but this assumption can be relaxed.

In workflow specifications, the attribute names have global scope, and so data
flow is expressed implicitly, rather than using explicit data channels. This follows



A3=ω
A4= f1(A2)

T F

A4=ω
A3= f3(A1)

E2 ∧ P2(A1)
T F

import

shared

export

E4   A3    A4

A5

E2   E3    A1    A2

E3 ∧ P3(A2)

A5= f5(A1, A4)

T F

A5=ω

E4 ∧ P4(A1, A3)

A1= f1( )

P0( )
T F

E1= Done(A1)

E2= Done(A1)

A1=ω A2= f2(A1)

E1 ∧ P1(A1)
T F

E3= Done(A2)

A2=ω

import

shared

export

——

E1   A1

E2   E3    A1    A2

(a) (b)

E4= Done(A3)

Fig. 2. Decomposition of schema into flowcharts, and partition onto two processing nodes

ThinkSheet and Vortex, and contrasts with the syntax of models such as FlowMark
or Meteor. The use of global attributes or explicit data channels does not affect the
expressive power of the models.

In Fig. 1 the edges indicate control flow. Except for A1, the conditions in-
clude both events and predicates. In this example the events have the simple form
“Done(A)”, but other kinds of events can be incorporated. Data flow in this schema
is indicated by how attributes are used in tasks; e.g. attribute A4 is used for the task
of computingA5. The semantics of this workflow schema follows the spirit of ECA-
style workflow models, such as Flowmark, Meteor, Mentor. A task (rectangle node)
should be executed if its enabling condition is true, i.e., if the event in that condition
is raised, and if subsequently the propositional part of the condition is satisfied.

We now use Fig. 2 to introduce key elements of the abstract model and our
framework. First, focus on the 5 “atomic” flowcharts (ignore the two large boxes).
Each corresponds to a single task in the schema of Fig. 1. These are communicating
flowcharts (CFs). In principle, a parallel execution of these flowcharts is equivalent
to an execution of the original workflow schema using a generic, parallel workflow
engine. When these flowcharts are executed, attributes will be assigned an actual
value if the corresponding enabling condition is true, and will be assigned the null
value ! (for “disabled”) if the condition is evaluated and found to be false.

The abstract model supports two different perspectives on attributes, that cor-
respond to how attributes are evaluated in ECA models (e.g., FlowMark, Meteor,
Mentor) vs. in condition-action models (e.g., ThinkSheet, Vortex). In ECA models,
an attribute is read “immediately” when its value is needed, for this we use read(A)
operations. In CA models an attribute is read only after the attribute has been ini-
tialized, either by executing a task and receiving an actual value, or by determining
that the attribute is disabled and receiving value !. We use the operation get(A) to
indicate that the value of A is to be read only after it is initialized.

In addition to permitting support for different kinds of workflow models, the use
of two perspectives on attribute reads permits us to treat events as a special kind of
attribute. In Fig. 2 the events are represented as attributes E i, using the get seman-
tics; an attribute E is considered to remain uninitialized until some flowchart gives



A4= f1(A2)

T F

A4=ω

A3= f3(A1)

E2 ∧ P2(A1)T F

A3=ω

E3 ∧ P3(A2)

A5= f5(A1, A4)

T F

A5=ω

E4 ∧ P4(A1, A3)

import

shared

export A5

E2   E3    A1    A2

E4   A3    A4

E4= Done(A3)

import

shared

export A5

E2   E3    A1    A2

A3    A4

A4= f1(A2)

T F

A4=ω

E3 ∧ P3(A2)

A5= f5(A1, A4)

T F

A5=ω

P4(A1, A3)

A3= f3(A1)

E2 ∧ P2(A1)T F

A3=ω

Done(A3)
FT

(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Two flowcharts, each equivalent to the three flowcharts of Fig. 2(b)

it a value. (The launching of a flowchart for a given workflow is not represented
explicitly in the abstract model, and different implementations of this are possible.)

In Fig. 2, each large square denotes a cluster of atomic flowcharts. Each cluster
could be executed on a different node. The cluster includes a listing of attributes
that are imported by the cluster, exported by it, or used internally (i.e., shared by the
CFs within the cluster). We typically assume that each node has a data repository
that maintains this data, which includes asynchronously receiving import data as it
becomes available, and transmitting export data to the appropriate places.

Fig. 2 shows one execution plan for the initial workflow schema of Fig. 1, where
tasks A1 and A2 are executing on one node, and tasks A3, A4, and A5 are executing
on another node. Another execution plan is formed by moving the flowchart for task
A3 from the second node to the first (and adjusting the schemas of the data reposi-
tories accordingly). What is the difference in the costs of these two execution plans
(call them P1 and P2)? There are various factors, including communication costs
between the two clusters (an important issue here is the relative sizes of expected
values for A2 and A4, and between the clusters and the location of task executions).
Another factor, that may arise if one of the clusters is on a limited node, concerns
the overall CPU and data management load that the cluster imposes on that node.

Fig. 3 shows two ways that the three atomic CFs of Fig. 2(b) can be combined
to form larger CFs. Fig. 3(a), shows one way to combine the three CFs into a single
flowchart. This corresponds to a topological sort of the sub-schema of Fig. 1 involv-
ing A3,A4,A5. An analogous flowchart could be constructed using the order A 4,
A3, A5. If tasks A3 and/or A4 has a side-effect, then executing in one or the other
order may be preferable, e.g., to have the side-effect occur as quickly as possible.

Assume now that in the initial workflow tasks A1, A3, andA5 are “target” tasks,
but that the other two are for internal purposes only. In this case it would be desir-
able, for a given workflow instance, to omit execution of A 4 if it is not needed for
successful completion of the target tasks for that instance. Fig. 3(b) shows CF that
is equivalent to that of Fig. 3(a). (x5 describes how the first CF can be transformed
into the second one using a sequence of equivalence preserving rewrite rules.) In



particular, in Fig. 3(b) task A4 is not executed if task A5 will not be executed, i.e.,
if E4 ^ P4(A1; A3) turns out to be false.

Our abstract framework permits a more flexible semantics of workflow execu-
tion than found in some ECA models, such as FlowMark or Meteor. In those mod-
els, when an event fires the associated conditions should be queued immediately
and tested soon thereafter, and likewise if the condition is true then the associated
task should be queued immediately and launched soon thereafter. In our model, we
generally require only that conditions are tested sometime after the associated event,
and tasks launched sometime after the associated condition comes true. More strin-
gent timing requirements can be incorporated, if appropriate for some application.

3 A Model of Communicating Flowchart Clusters (CFC)
This section describes a formal model of communicating flowchart clusters for rep-
resenting logical execution plans of tasks in workflow schemas, and discusses some
implementation issues.

We assume the existence of attributes (and domains). A task is an expression
A = f(A1; :::; An) where f is an (uninterpreted) function (procedure) name, A i’s
are input attributes and A is an output attribute (defined by the task). In general we
treat tasks as black boxes, i.e., the functions are uninterpreted. However, we note
that a task may have “side-effects”.

A condition over attributes A1; :::; Ak is a Boolean combination of predicates
involving A1; :::; Ak and constants in their respective domains; the attributes used
in the condition are also called the input attributes to the condition.

Definition. A flowchart is a tuple f = (T;C;E; s; L; I; O) where (1) T is a set
of (attribute or task) nodes, (2) C is a set of (condition) nodes disjoint from T ; (3)
s 2 T [ C is the entry node; (4) E � (T [ C)� (T [ C) such that (a) each t 2 T

has at most one outgoing edge, (b) each c 2 C has at most two outgoing edges, and
(c) every x 2 T [ C � fsg is reachable from s; (5) L maps each task node to a
task and each condition node to a condition; (6) I is a set of import attributes used
by some tasks in f; and (7) O is a set of export attributes defined in f. Moreover, the
flowchart f is trivial if T [ C = fsg and E is empty.

Let f = (T;C;E; s; L; I; O) be a flowchart. We denote import and export at-
tributes of f as in(f) = I and out(f) = O. In this paper we focus on “acyclic”
flowcharts: A flowchart (T;C;E; s; L; I; O) is acyclic if the graph (T [C;E [D)
has no cycles, where D = f(u; v) j u defines an attribute used by v g.

Example 1. Fig. 2(a) shows two flowcharts. The one in the left-hand side can be
described as f1 = (T;C;E; c; L; ;; fA1; E1; E2g), where T = fa1; :::; a4g, C =
fc2g, a1; a2 (resp. a3; a4) are two nodes defining attribute A2 (resp. E1; E2), c2
the entry condition node and E = f(c2; a1); (c2; a2); (a1; a3); (a2; a3); (a3; a4)g.
In fact, f1 is acyclic.

Semantics (or execution) of a flowchart is defined in the straightforward way
with the exception of acquiring values for import attributes. Initially all attributes
have the null value ? (stands for “uninitialized”). One method of acquiring a value



for an import attribute A, called immediate read and denoted as read(A), is to re-
trieve the current value of the attribute, regardless of whether A has a proper value
or the null value. This method is used in many workflow systems such as FlowMark
and Meteor. Immediate read is however undesirable sometimes because the timing
of tasks and external events may cause delays in computing attribute values which
may cause nondeterministic behaviors of the workflow system.

In acyclic flowcharts, a task may be executed at most once. This allows an al-
ternative method, called proper read, which does the following. When a value for
an import attribute A is requested, if A has a proper value (non-?), the value is
fetched; if A currently has the value ?, the task requesting A waits until A is as-
signed a proper value, and then the new value is fetched. We denote this operation as
get(A). This operation is used in the Vortex paradigm which provides a declarative
workflow specification language.

From now on, we assume that each input attribute of every task must be specified
with either a read or get operation. Although get operations provide a clean interac-
tion between tasks, they may cause the execution of CFCs to “stall”. For instance,
if there are no tasks defining A prior to a get(A) operation in a single flowchart, the
get operation will be blocked forever. We assume that the flowcharts will never stall.

Proper read operations alone do not guarantee determinism. A flowchart f =
(T;C;E; s; L; I; O) is said to be write-once if in each execution of f, each attribute
will be assigned a non-? value at most once. It can be verified that every write-once
flowchart with only proper read operations for all import attributes has a determin-
istic behavior. The complexity of checking the write-once property of flowcharts
depends on the condition language.

Definition. A communicating flowchart cluster (CFC) is a quadruple (F; I; S;O)
where F is a set of flowcharts with pairwise disjoint sets of nodes, I (resp. O) a
set of import (resp. export) attributes for flowcharts in F such that I � [ f2F in(f)
(O � [f2Fout(f)), and S = ([f2F in(f)) \ ([f2F out(f)) a set of attributes defined
and used by different flowcharts in F .

Example 2. Fig. 2(b) shows a single CFC that includes three flowcharts, where the
import/export/shared attributes are listed in the top.

Definition. Let F be a set of CFCs and Tg a set of attributes (called the target
attributes of the CFCs). F is said to be well-formed w.r.t. Tg if (a) for each CFC
F 2 F and each import attribute A in F , there is a CFC F 0 2 F which exports A,
and (b) each attribute of Tg is exported by some CFC in F.

For each well-formed set F of CFCs, we define a dependency graph GF which
characterizes the dependencies of control and data flows within flowcharts within
F. Specifically, GF = (V;E) where V is the union of all flowchart nodes in CFCs
of F, and E contains all flowchart edges in CFCs of F and all edges (u; v) such that
u defines an attribute that is used in v. A well-formed set F of CFCs is said to be
acyclic if GF has no cycles. The set of two CFCs in Fig. 2 is acyclic.

Finally we discuss some key issues in developing implementation models for
CFCs. Clearly, the control structures of flowcharts are very simple and generally



available in a variety of script languages; even a direct implementation (of the con-
trol structures) is also straightforward. There are, however, three decisions that need
further discussion. The first issue is the mapping from flowcharts to processors. The
conceptual model of CFCs assumes that each processor may be capable of executing
multiple flowcharts concurrently. Thus the mapping is simply to assign each CFC
to a processor. The second issue is about how the flowcharts in a set of CFCs are
invoked. This can be done by having a single entry to the CFC, that will spawn all
flowcharts in the CFC (e.g., through remote procedure calls).

The third issue is related to communication, i.e., passing attribute values be-
tween tasks. There are three different ways an attribute value can be sent around.
(1) The attribute is defined and used in the same flowchart. If the attribute is ac-
cessed through a read operation, we just need to provide some storage space local
to a flowchart for storing the attribute value. For acyclic flowcharts, since each get
operation of an attribute is required to follow the task defining the attribute, get and
read operations are effectively the same. (2) The attribute is defined and used in dif-
ferent flowcharts in the same CFC. In this case, we need to provide a common buffer
(write exclusive) for all flowcharts (processes) involved. While read operations do
not require extra support, get operations would require a list to be maintained for
each attribute that have not received a proper value. (3) In the most general case,
the attribute is defined in one CFC and used in another. There are many ways to
implement read and get. For example, both “producer” and “consumer” processors
maintain a buffer for holding the attribute value. Passing the value from the producer
buffer to the consumer buffer can be done by push or pull. Similar to case (2), get
operations still rely on maintaining a list of requests. One possible architecture for
handling communications is through a data repository.

4 Optimization Issues in Choosing Execution Plans
In this section we present a physical model for workflow distribution that extends
the logical model of the previous section. We identify key cost factors in the physical
model, and illustrate how they affect the cost of different physical execution plans.
We then develop a very preliminary cost model, by presenting formulas that can
be used to give bounds on the costs of physical execution plans. The two bounds
we consider are: total running time for processing a workflow instance, maximum
throughput, i.e., maximum number of instances processed in a time unit, and total
network load resulted from transferring data between CFCs.

4.1 A physical model for executing communicating flowcharts

We assume that each CFC is executed on a separate processing node. The exchange
of attribute values between the CFCs can use push or pull approaches. The execution
of tasks in a CF may involve accessing data at a data repository on either the local
or a remote processing node. To capture the costs for transferring attribute values
between a task manager and the task execution in a uniform way, we conceptually
replace the task node in a CFC by three nodes: an entry node, a node for data re-
trieval at the task execution machine, and an exit node. The in-edges of the original
node are now in-edges of the entry node, while the out-edges of the original node



are now out-edges of the exit node. There is an edge from the entry node to the data
retrieval node and one from there to the exit node. If the data repository is local, the
data retrieval node remains in the same CFC. Otherwise, this node will reside in a
separate CFC.

When a new workflow instance is created, we assume for simplicity all the CFs
are invoked for this instance at the same time. If an execution step in a CF depends
on attribute(s) which have not been defined, the CF waits for the definition of the
attribute(s), i.e., until a true value or null value ! is present.

Processing in a flowchart for a given workflow instance terminates when a leaf
node of the flowchart completes.

4.2 Comparing alternative CFCs

We give two examples here to illustrate the differences in performance and cost that
alternative execution plans for the same workflow schema may have. We first show
the difference in terms of response time and network load. Recall the example in Fig.
2 (a) and (b). Suppose that computing attribute A 3 (in CFC(b)) requires retrieving
data from a different processing node where CFC(a) resides. A data retrieval node
for A3 is then created in CFC(a) with two edges crossing the CFC boundary leading
to the CFC(b) cluster. If we move the CF for computing A3 to CFC(a), these two
edges will be eliminated, which most likely reduces network load and response time.
This effect will be shown in our formulas presented in the next section.

The second example concerns Fig. 3. We show that we can transform the CFCs
to eliminate unneeded evaluation of attributes during the execution of certain work-
flow instances. In Fig. 3 (a), the node A5 = ! is moved much “closer” to the root
node of the CF. In the cases when A5 is evaluated to !, we can avoid an unneeded
execution of task A4.

4.3 Cost factors

The logical model of CFCs permits the management of tasks and actual execution
of tasks to be on two distinct clusters. For ease of reasoning, we assume that task
management nodes and task execution nodes are explicitly specified in a flowchart
plan f. The notion of clusters is thus generalized, since all nodes (management or
execution) need to be on some processing node. In the rest of this section, we do not
distinguish between the two types of management and execution nodes, and refer to
them simply as flowchart nodes.

We first define some notation. Let FA represent the CFC in which an attribute A
is computed. Let jAj denote the expected size of A in number of bytes (this includes
cases where the transmitted value of A is ! or ?, which is viewed as having a size
of one). Let Pu(F;A) denote the probability of attributeA being used in the CFC F .
Pd(A) denotes the probability of attributeA being computed. We also use P d(X) to
refer to the probability of any flowchart node X being executed, rather than simply
the probability of an attribute being computed. For example, even condition nodes
have probabilities associated with them, and reflect the probability of the condition
node being evaluated (not the value of the condition being true or false). The actual
meaning of X in Pd(X) should be evident from the context.



We now derive bounds on response time and achievable throughput. These
bounds depend on the cost associated with executing a workflow instance, which can
primarily be broken down into two parts: 1) processing cost of executing flowchart
nodes within clusters, and 2) communication cost of passing data between clusters.

LetWork(A) denote the expected number of units of work required to compute
node A for one workflow instance. Let Nodes(F ) denote the set of nodes in clus-
ter F . Work(F ) denotes the total processing cost of cluster F for one workflow
instance, and is given by: Work(F ) =

P
A2Nodes(F )(Pd(A) �Work(A)):

Communication cost depends on the amount of data transferred between clus-
ters, the effective network bandwidth on the communication link between the clus-
ters, and the method of communication between the clusters. We consider two pos-
sible methods of communication, namely, push and pull.

In the push mode, the value of an output attribute A is pushed to all the clusters
F which may use that value, i.e., whereA 2 in(F ). This can result in a reduction of
response time by hiding communication latency, since the target attribute does not
have to wait for a source attribute value to be delivered when required. Moreover,
efficient multicast algorithms are available for distributing a value from a single
source to multiple targets. However, one drawback of the push model is that it results
in increased network load, since the source value is distributed to clusters which may
not use the value in the actual execution.

The pull mode defers communication until it is necessary. When a flowchart
node is being computed that requires attribute values from other clusters, communi-
cation is initiated to retrieve those values at that point. The advantage of this model
is reduced network load, however, reduction in communication latency (as in the
push mode) is not achieved. We only consider the pull mode in deriving expressions
for communication costs. The costs for the push mode can be derived similarly.

We assume we are given a function CommFi;Fj (d) that denotes the commu-
nication cost of transferring d bytes of data from cluster F i to Fj . An example
of this function would be: CommFi;Fj (d) = tsFi;Fj + tbFi;Fjd: where tsFi;Fj
(resp. tbFi;Fj ) denotes the startup time (resp. byte transfer rate) for the communi-
cation between clusters Fi and Fj . However, any appropriate cost model can be
chosen instead of the above. The total communication cost Comm is then given by:
Comm =

P
F2f
P

A2in(F ) Pu(F;A) � CommFA;F (jAj)
We use the term network load to refer to the total amount of data transferred be-

tween the clusters during the execution of a workflow instance. As we explain later,
network load is an important concept used for determining the maximum through-
put. The total network load NL is given by: NL =

P
F2f
P

A2in(F ) Pu(F;A) � jAj

Response Time: We now give present some worst case bounds on average instance
response time for a particular flowchart plan f. We assume that the time for comput-
ing attributes, and communicating attribute values between clusters, dominates the
execution time. We assume that the source attributes for f are available at time = 0.
We compute the expected response time of f by recursively computing the finish
times of each flowchart node, by starting from the source nodes and proceeding in a
topological sort order until the target nodes are reached.



Let TA denote the finish time of the nodeA. Let pred(A) denote the predecessor
set of node A in FA, and input(A) denote the set of input attributes for node A. Let
TenabledA denote the expected time instant when it is the turn of A to execute
(note that the inputs of A might not be ready at this time). Then, TenabledA =P

B2pred(A)(Pd(B) � TB) Now, let TreadyA denote the time when the inputs to A
are also ready. The set of inputs to A can be broken down into two categories, 1)
those that are computed in the same CFC, and 2) those computed in other CFCs.
Note that the acyclicity property of the CFCs implies that the first set of inputs will
always be computed by time TenabledA. For the second set of inputs, assuming
actual read, the execution of A is delayed until those inputs are pulled from the
corresponding CFCs. Hence,
TreadyA=max[TenabledA;maxB2(input(A)\in(FA))(TB+CommFB;FA(jBj))]:
Note: for immediate read, the term TB in this expression would not be present. If
T ime(A) represents the expected processing time of A, we get TA = TreadyA +
T ime(A): The expected response time for the entire workflow is then given by
maxA2Tg(TA). The above analysis gives an approximation of the response time.
To be more accurate, we should incorporate the value for the expected load on the
processing nodes, since that impacts the processing time of each node.

Throughput: The maximum achievable throughput is bounded by two factors: 1)
processing power of the processing nodes, and 2) network bandwidth between the
processing nodes.

Let CapF denote the processing capacity (in terms of number of processing
units per unit time) of the processing node that executes cluster F . Assuming infinite
network bandwidth, the maximum throughput achievable for a given processing
node is given by the processing capacity of that node divided by the amount of work
to be performed by the corresponding cluster. We denote this by Throughput F :
ThroughputF = CapF

Work(F ) : Similarly, we assume that the bandwidth of the link
between two processing nodes (clusters) Fi and Fj is BandwidthFi;Fj . The set
of attributes whose value may be transferred from F i and Fj is (IFi \ OFj ), and
those from Fj to Fi is (IFj \ OFi). The maximum throughput achievable due to
this link (denoted by ThroughputFi;Fj ) is given by the link bandwidth divided by
the network load generated due to traffic on this link. Assuming a pull mode, we

get ThroughputFi;Fj =
BandwidthFi;Fj

(�A2(IFi
\OFj

)(Pu(Fi;A)�jAj))+(�A2(IFj
\OFi

)(Pu(Fj ;A)�jAj)) :

Hence, given a flowchart plan, the maximum achievable throughput is given by:
Throughput = min(min

F2f(ThroughputF );min
Fi;Fj2f(ThroughputFi;Fj ))

Note that the above analysis presents upper bounds on the throughput. Actual
throughput would vary depending on the expected network load.

5 Representative Transformations and Rewriting Rules
We now present some representative transformations and rewriting rules on logical
execution plans. The first rule covers moving flowcharts between clusters, and the
others focus on manipulating one or two CFs within a cluster. The application of
these transformations should be guided by optimization goals and heuristics. These
transformations are intended to be illustrative, but not necessarily complete.



The transformations rules take as input a logical execution plan, i.e., a family of
CFCs, and produce as output another logical execution plan. To get started, given
a workflow schema, we assume that an atomic CF is created for each task in that
schema, and that a separate cluster is created for each CF. (An alternative would be
to put all of the atomic CFs into a single cluster.)

For this section we assume that all condition nodes have two outgoing edges,
one for true and one for false, and that all tasks eventually finish (or are determined
to be “dead”). These assumptions ensure that all possible executions of a flowchart
will eventually reach a terminal node.

5.1 Moving flowcharts between clusters
We can move flowcharts from one cluster to another, using the move transformation.

Move: This transformation moves a flowchart f from one CFC F1 to another
CFC F2. In addition to removing f from F1 and adding f to F2, we also modify
the sets of import, export and shared attributes of the two clusters to reflect the
move: We remove those import attributes that are only used by f from the set of
import attributes of F1, and remove the attributes defined by f from the set of export
attributes of F1. Appropriate actions are also needed for F2.

For example, consider Fig. 2. If we move the flowchart for task A 4 from the
CFC of (b) to that of (a), we need to (i) remove E3 and A2 from the imports of (b),
(ii) remove A4 from the shared attributes of (b), (iii) add A4 to the imports of (b),
(iv) add A4 to the exports of (a), (v) add E3 and A2 to the shared attributes of (a),
and (vi) remove E3 and A2 from the exports of (a).

5.2 Combining and decomposing flowcharts
There is one rule for combining flowcharts, and one for decomposing them.

Append: This transformation appends a flowchart f2 to another f1 to produce a
third f, provided that f1 does not use any attribute defined in f2: the node set and
edge set of f are the union of the respective sets of f1 and f2, and moreover f has the
edge (u; v), for each terminal node u of f1 and the entry node v of f2.

For example, consider Fig. 2. If we append the flowchart f 2 for task A5 as entry
node to the flowchart f1 with for taskA3 then we add an edge fromE4 = Done(A3)
to the root of f2. Observe that we cannot append these two flowcharts in the other
order because of the data flow dependency between them.

By combining the Append rule with the Reorder rules (given below) it is pos-
sible to achieve other ways of combining flowcharts. As a simple example, given
two linear flowcharts with no data flow dependencies between them, one can form
a flowchart interleaves the tasks of the two flowcharts in an arbitrary manner.

Split: This is the inverse of append; it splits one flowchart f into two flowcharts,
f1 and f2. Splitting of f can be done at any node v which is a node cut of f (viewed
as a graph): We invent a new (event) attribute E fv. f1 consists of everything of f
except the branch of f starting from v; furthermore, the edge leading to v now points
to a new node with the assignment task Efv = True. f2 consists of the branch of
f starting from v, plus a new condition node “E fv = True” whose outgoing True
edge goes to v, and outgoing False edge goes to a no-op terminal node. (We can
avoid the use of Efv, if the branch from v does not depend on the rest of f.)
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Fig. 4. Flowcharts arising at intermediate points in transformation from Fig. 3(a) to Fig. 3(b)

Split can also be performed using larger node cuts, although it is more compli-
cated. First, we need to create several exit events, one for each element of the node
cut. Second, we have to construct series of condition nodes, that essentially perform
a case statement that checks which event is true in order to start processing at the
correct part of the split-off flowchart.

5.3 Modifying a flowchart
We now present several representative rules for modifying individual flowcharts.
These are essentially equivalent to transformations that are used for code rewriting
in compiler optimization. We shall illustrate some of the transformations using Fig.
4, which shows two flowcharts that arise when transforming the flowchart of Fig.
3(a) into the flowchart of Fig. 3(b).

A flowchart is said to be single-entry-single-exit if it has exactly one entry
and one exit node. Observe that a singleton node is a single-entry-single-exit sub-
flowchart. For the sake of simplifying the discussion, we assume without loss of
generality that the single exit node is a no-op terminal node, by appending one such
node if necessary. Observe that this no-op terminal node is always absorbed by the
subsequent entry node in the examples.

Reorder: This transformation changes the ordering of two single-entry-single-
exit sub-flowcharts f1 and f2 when there is no data dependency between them.
More specifically, let f1 and f2 be two single-entry-single-exit sub-flowcharts of a
flowchart such that (i) the exit node of f1 goes to the entry node of f2, (ii) there
are no other edges leaving f1, and (iii) there are no other edges entering f2. This
transformation will then exchange the ordering of f 1 and f2.

For example, consider Fig. 3a. Let the four nodes headed by E 2 ^P2(A1) be f1,
and the three nodes headed by E3 ^ P3(A2) plus a no-op terminal node be f2. Then
the ordering of f1 followed by f2 can be changed to f2 followed by f1.

Reorder through condition: In some cases, it is useful to push a single-entry-
single-exit sub-flowchart through a condition node. In the case of pushing a sub-



flowchart downwards through a condition node, the sub-flowchart will be dupli-
cated. Consider the node labeled P4(A1; A3). Let f1 be the sub-flowchart of three
nodes above that condition, along with a no-op terminal node. Fig. 4(b) shows the
result pushing f1 downwards through the condition node. This transformation can
also be applied in the opposite direction.

Condition splitting: Suppose there is a condition node with label C1^C2. This
can be split into two condition nodes, one for C1 and one for C2 in the natural
manner. A similar transformation can be applied to conditions of formC 1 _C2. For
example, Fig. 4(a) can be obtained from Fig. 3(a) by the following steps. First, split
the condition E4 ^ P4(A1; A3), and then use reordering to push E4 upwards.

Duplicate: Suppose there is a single-entry-single-exit sub-flowchart f1 whose
root has two (or more) in-edges. The duplicate rule permits creating a duplicate
copy of f1, putting one copy below the first in-edge and the other copy below the
second in-edge. If the tail of the original f1 was not a terminal node, then the tails of
the copies can be brought together and connected where the original tail was.

Delegate: Intuitively, this transformation works as if it is delegating the task of
a node to a different processor. This can be used to increase parallelism. For this to
work correctly, we must ensure that the dependencies are taken care of properly. For-
mally, we replace the old task node with a chain of two nodes: the first one spawns
the action of the old task node (e.g., with keyword spawn(A)), and the second one
is the action of waiting for that task to finish (e.g., by get(A)). Reordering can then
be used to push the get(A) node downwards in the flowchart.

Remove Unneeded: If a workflow schema has specified target and non-target
tasks, then in some cases unneeded tasks can be detected an eliminated from
flowcharts. For example, in Fig. 4(b) the two right-most tasks assigning A 4 are not
needed anywhere below. As a result, these tasks, and the condition node above, can
be deleted. This shows how Fig. 4(b) can be transformed into Fig. 3(b).

Other transformations (e.g.the unduplicate transformation) are also possible.

6 Conclusions
Our paper has focused on distributing workflow tasks among a set of processing
nodes and on optimizing execution of the tasks. We developed a general framework
for representing logical execution plans using communicating flowchart clusters and
an initial set of transformations on logical executions plans. With intuitive examples
from a simple workflow schema that can be defined in many workflow systems,
we illustrated some heuristics of applying the rewrite rules in optimizing execution
plans. We also presented the main components of a model of physical execution
plans, along a preliminary analysis of key cost factors.

The technical results reported in this paper are preliminary; there are many in-
teresting questions that deserve further investigation, ranging from theoretical foun-
dation to practical application. In one extreme, there are many decision problems
arising from this, such as: Is there a (sound and) complete set of rewrite rules? What
is the complexity of testing if a set of CFCs have deterministic behavior? In the
other extreme, it is fundamental to investigate further the issue of cost models, and
heuristics for identifying efficient physical execution plans. It is also unclear how



this kind of compile-time optimization techniques compares with the ones based on
adaptive scheduling such as [HLS+99b,HKL+99].
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